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Abstract— Recent embedded middleware platforms enable the structuring of an application as a set of collaborating agents
deployed on various nodes of the underlying wireless sensor network (WSN). Of particular importance is the network cost incurred
due to agent communication, which in turn depends on how the agents are placed within the WSN system. In this paper, we present
two agent migration algorithms with the aim of minimizing the total network overhead. The first one takes independent single agent
migration decisions, while the second one considers groups of agents for migration. Both algorithms work in a fully distributed
fashion based on the knowledge available locally at each node, and can be used both for one-shot initial application deployment as
well as for the continuous updating of agent placement. We also propose two methodologies to tackle the problem when WSN
nodes have limited capacity. We show through theoretical analysis that one of our algorithms (called GRAL*) always results in an
optimal placement, while for the rest of the algorithms, we derive approximation ratios pertaining to their performance. We evaluate
the performance of our algorithms through a series of simulation experiments. Results show that group migration algorithms are
superior compared to single agent migration algorithms with the performance difference reaching 34% for some settings.

Index Terms—Embedded systems, sensor and actuator networks, agent placement, distributed algorithms.
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1 Introduction

W ireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been a vibrant field of research during the last several years. Many advances have

been made across a wide range, from the design of battery-powered embedded nodes and ad-hoc network protocols to operating
systems and middleware offering application-neutral communication and execution support on top of such resource-constrained
devices. One of the most challenging issues for hardware, protocol designers and software engineers is to maximize the lifetime

of the WSN and the availability of the application(s) running on top of it. Given the relatively high energy cost of wireless data
transmission and reception compared to data processing, reducing the frequency of communication and the amount of data that
travels through the network is of primary importance [1].
Tackling this challenge, we discuss algorithms that drive the migration of mobile components between nodes so as to reduce
the wireless network traffic due to application-level communication. The application model adopted in this work is inspired by
the POBICOS [32] platform, and its predecessor ROVERS [12], which supports the deployment and execution of distributed
monitoring-and-control applications on top of a WSN. In the spirit of hierarchical control systems [25], the application is structured as a set of cooperating mobile components, called agents, which are organized as a tree. The agent tree is instantiated in a
top-down fashion under the control of the application, with the underlying runtime system being responsible for the actual
placement of agents on nodes. Given that the tree structure and message traffic between agents is not a priori known to the sysDigital Object Indentifier 10.1109/TC.2013.166
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tem, the initial placement can be suboptimal in the sense that agents which communicate heavily with each other may be hosted
on nodes that are far apart (hop-wise). Moreover, even if the initial placement is good, it may become arbitrarily bad at a later
stage due to changes in the agent tree and/or agent communication pattern. Therefore, to maximize the lifetime of the WSN, the
system must be able to dynamically change the placement of agents whenever necessary.
In this paper, we assume that the runtime system supports the transparent (to the application programmer) migration of
agents, as is the case with POBICOS [35], and focus on the algorithmic aspects of deciding whether and where to move one or
more agents. More specifically, we introduce the agent migration problem (AMP) as: Given an application that is structured as
a hierarchy of mobile cooperating agents and its current deployment on a WSN, perform one or more agent migrations so as to
reduce the amount of data exchanged between agents over the links of the WSN. We discuss two fully distributed algorithms that
move node-neutral agents towards their center of (communication) gravity, thereby reducing the total amount of applicationlevel data that traverses through the WSN. We must note that both algorithms are based on tree-structured application and network graphs, and consider only non-leaf agents for migration (leaf agents remain fixed on the nodes where they were initially
created). The first algorithm, referred to as single agent migration algorithm (AMA), considers only migrations of individual
agents. The second algorithm, referred to as group agent migration algorithm (GRAL), considers migrations of entire agent
groups to capture “communication dependencies” between agents. In both cases, it is assumed that the agent tree structure and
communication rate between agents change slowly enough for the migration overhead to be amortized. Therefore, these algorithms target relatively “stable” systems, such as buildings and home automation installations where wireless sensors and actuator nodes are added, moved, or removed in an ad-hoc yet infrequent1 fashion. While such changes may be rare, they can render
the current agent placement bad, which in turn can have a significant negative impact on the WSN, precisely because the system
may remain in this state for a very long time.
The core design concepts of AMA and GRAL are discussed in [40] and [39], where their performance is studied via simulation experiments. Here, we extend previous work by providing a rigorous theoretical analysis on AMA and GRAL performance,
deriving their approximation ratios compared to the optimal algorithm. Results indicate that the worst-case performance of AMA
is unbounded, while GRAL is suboptimal. Based on the analysis, we extend GRAL (GRAL*) so as to become provably optimal
when there is no capacity limitation on the nodes. (Otherwise, the problem is NP-complete [37]). To our best knowledge, there
is no work in the literature that considers groups of agent migrations. Our solution is especially valuable given that we prove that
solutions based on single agent migrations are not bounded.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: In Section 2 we present the system model and rigorously formulate the
optimization problem. The proposed agent migration algorithms are described in Section 3, while Section 4 discusses extensions
for dealing with capacity constraints and exploiting increased network awareness. Section 5 provides a theoretical analysis about
________
1

The design of online algorithms that can handle dynamic systems is discussed in a separate paper [36].
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the approximation ratios of our algorithms, along with a modification of GRAL that is provably optimal. The experimental evaluation is described in Section 6. Section 7 reports the related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Definition
2.1

Application Model

We focus on sensing and context inference applications that are structured as a hierarchy of cooperating agents. As an example, consider the simplified logic of an application that infers the presence of fire, based on the measurements of temperature and
humidity, shown in Fig. 1. One possible structure for this application, using a separate agent for each of the respective sensing
and context aggregation tasks, is depicted in Fig. 2. Leaf agents measure temperature and humidity in each room. At the next
level, two aggregator agents compute the average room temperature and humidity values, respectively, and report these values to
the alarm agent for that room. In turn, each room alarm agent processes these values, and notifies the root if a fire is inferred.
The root agent waits to receive a notification from one of the room alarm agents, in which case, it alerts the user.
root
if (alarm) notify

while(true)
for each room R
if avg(“temp”,R)>X && avg(“hum”,R)<Y
notify_user();

room 1 alarm
avg(temp)>X &&
avg(hum)<Y
avg(temp)
temp 1 ... temp m

Figure 1. Application code

...

avg(hum)
hum 1 ... hum n

room k alarm
avg(temp)>X &&
avg(hum)<Y
avg(temp)
...

avg(hum)
...

Figure 2. Application structure

Leaf agents, such as the agents measuring temperature and humidity, can only be created on nodes that feature the appropriate sensors and are located in the proper rooms. For this reason, these agents are called “node-specific”. Intermediate agents,
such as the temperature and humidity aggregators or the room alarm agents, perform higher-level aggregation and context synthesis tasks relying on generic and location-independent computing resources. Since such resources are provided by all nodes,
these agents are called “node-neutral”. Node-specific agents remain fixed on the nodes where they are initially created. In contrast, a node-neutral agent can be moved from one node to another in order to: (a) offload its old host, or (b) get closer to the
agents that it communicates with more intensely. The latter creates a significant optimization potential in terms of reducing the
wireless network traffic due to agent-level communication.

2.2

System Model

We assume a WSN of capacitated nodes with sensing capabilities and applications to be deployed on them. Let ni denote the
ith node, 1≤i≤N and r(ni) its capacity in terms of processing power, memory, and/or even bandwidth. The capacity of a node imposes a general constraint on the number of agents that it is able to host. Nodes communicate with each other via some wireless
technology (which we treat as a black box). The underlying routing paths are abstracted as a graph, its vertices representing
nodes and each edge representing a bidirectional routing-level link. Here, we consider tree-based routing, i.e., there is exactly
one path connecting any two nodes. Let hij be the length of the path between ni and nj. Note that hii=0 and hij = hji. Each applica-
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tion has the form of an agent tree, with the leaf agents being node-specific and all of the other agents being node-neutral, as discussed above. Assuming an enumeration of agents whereby node-neutral agents come first, let ak be the kth node agent,
1≤k≤A+S, whereby A is the total number of node-neutral and S the total number of node-specific agents. Let r(ak) be the capacity requirement of ak. Moreover, let the agent-level traffic be captured using an (A+S)×(A+S) matrix C, where Ckm denotes the
load from ak to am, measured in simple data units (bytes) over a time period (seconds). Note that Ckm need not be equal to Cmk ,
and that the total communication load between ak and am equals Ckm+Cmk. Moreover, Ckm=0 when k = m.
For the sake of generality, we focus on the case where the application is already deployed on the WSN, with each agent being
hosted on some suitable node (however, the current placement may not be optimal). Let P be an N×(A+S) matrix used to encode
the placement of agents on nodes as follows: Pik=1 iff ni hosts ak, and 0 otherwise. The total network load L incurred by the application for a placement P can then be expressed by Eq. 1. For a placement P to be valid, each agent must be hosted on exactly
one node and the node capacities must be respected as denoted by Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. Moreover, a migration is valid only if starting
from a valid placement P it leads to another valid placement P’ with node-specific agents on their original hosts (see Eq. 4).
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The agent migration problem (AMP) can then be stated as: Starting from an initial valid agent placement P old, perform a series of valid agent migrations, eventually leading to a new valid placement P new that minimizes Eq. 1. Note that the solution to
AMP may be a placement that is actually suboptimal in terms of Eq. 1. This is the case if the optimal placement is “unreachable”
due to Eq. 3: when it can be reached only by “swapping” agents but there is not enough free capacity to perform these swap(s).
A similar issue is discussed in [31] in a slightly different context. It is also important to stress that Eq. 1 does not take into account the cost for performing the migrations needed to reach a given placement. This is because we target applications whose
agent structure and communication pattern is expected to be sufficiently stable so as to amortize the migration cost.
Table I. Notations

ni
N
ak
r(ak)
A
Ckm
Pik
Rdk(i)

ith node
total number of nodes
kth agent
capacity requirements of ak
total number of node-neutral agents
load between ak and am (in bytes)
captures whether ni hosts ak (boolean)

alsd(k)

pgsd(k)

p(ak)
mdlsd(k)
mpgsd(k)

advantageous load when ak migrates from ns
to nd (single-hop migration)
parent agent of ak
disadvantageous load (multi-hop migration)
partial migration gain (multi-hop migration)

tm

group agent node

qkm

Records whether ni is used for the communication
between ad and ak

r(ni)
hij
AG
h(ak)
S
L
msd(k)
dlsd(k)

gsd(k)
malsd(k)
mgsd(k)

capacity of ni
length path between ni and nj
hyper-agent representing agents belonging into group G
hosting node of ak
total number of node-specific agents
total network load
migration of ak from ns to nd

disadvantageous load when ak migrates from ns to nd (single-hop
migration)
partial migration gain (single-hop migration) when ak migrates
from ns to nd (the agents communicating with ak remain on ns)
gain when ak migrates from ns to nd (single-hop migration)
advantageous load (multi-hop migration)
the total gain of migrating ak along a path starting from some node
ns and ending on some other node nd.
data exchanged between ak and am
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D
rl(ak)

network diameter
B/2
maximum data an agent can send towards another one
remote load exchanged between ak and the ll(ak)
local load exchanged between ak and the agents co-located with ak
agents located on a node different than h(ak)
T
maximum number of times the agents can fsd(z)
represents the zth node along the path starting from ns and ending
send B/2 data units over the network
on nd
cpgsusv (m, k ) combined partial gain after merging tk and tm, under the assumption that am migrates from ns at nv, while ak from ns to nu.

3 Algorithms
This section presents two agent migration algorithms. The proposed algorithms require that each node knows its immediate
(1-hop) neighbors involved in transporting inbound and outbound agent messages. We refer to the above as 1-hop network
awareness. Each node within the system is responsible to determine whether it is beneficial or otherwise to migrate one or more
of its hosted agents towards its neighbors. An agent may nevertheless move to distant nodes via consecutive 1-hop migrations.

3.1

Simple Agent Migration Algorithm (AMA)

The proposed algorithm (hereafter called AMA or AMA-1) considers only simple 1-hop agent migrations to reduce the total
WSN overhead. Each AMA-enabled node supports a traffic recording mechanism. Therefore, each node within the system is
able to record the : (a) local traffic (per communicating agent) that is the amount of data exchanged between its hosted agents
and (b) remote traffic (per communicating agent) associated with the hosted agents and the 1-hop neighboring nodes of the node
in question. The above information is adequate for a node to predicate whether it is beneficial to migrate or otherwise a locally
hosted agent towards a 1-hop neighboring node. The variable Rdk(i) records whether ni is used or not for the communication between ad and ak. Specifically, Rdk(i) = 1 iff ni is used for communication between ad and ak, else Rdk(i) = 0. In a special case
where ad and ak are co-located, then we have Rdk(i) = 0, irrespective of whether ni is used for the communication or not.
Specifically, the algorithm works as follows. Each node within the system runs the traffic recording mechanism. In that way,
a node is able to identify whether the remote traffic associated with a locally hosted node-neutral agent can be alleviated by migrating the agent in question to a neighboring node. A candidate agent migration is denoted by msd(k), with ak denoting the candidate migrating agent, ns the current hosting node (or local node), and nd the destination node.
dlsd (k )
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For a node to decide whether an agent migration is advantageous, it has to evaluate the resulting (new) placement compared
to the current (old) one. Let the disadvantageous load denote the extra load the application would incur on the WSN assuming
the new placement. This is captured by Eq. 5: If ak migrates from ns to nd, the extra load equals the volume of data exchanged
between ak and the agents not using nd to communicate with ns (ak will distance itself by 1 hop from those agents). Similarly, let
the advantageous load denote the application load that would no longer burden the WSN assuming the new placement. This is
captured by Eq. 6: If ak migrates from ns to nd, the load saved equals the volume of data exchanged between ak and the agents
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using nd to communicate with ns (ak will come 1 hop closer to those agents). The difference between the advantageous load and
the disadvantageous load reflects the gain of the respective migration (Eq. 7). If the gain is positive, then the migration is considered advantageous, otherwise it is considered non-advantageous.
AMA allows different agent migrations to be performed concurrently, but prevents the swapping of communicating agents.
More specifically, before deciding to actually migrate ak, a control message is sent to the destination node in order to check
whether a locally hosted agent that communicates with ak has been picked for migration to ak‘s host. If this is the case, the migration of the child agent is cancelled. This introduces an overhead of two control messages (request-reply) per migration. The
space and time complexity of the algorithm is discussed in [40].

3.2

Group Agent Migration Algorithm (GRAL)

GRAL (hereafter also referred to as GRAL-1) is a completely different approach compared to AMA. GRAL considers 1-hop
migrations in a group-wise fashion by taking into account the agent dependencies. Conversely, AMA migrates individual agents.
GRAL is also equipped with the same recording mechanism as that of AMA. Each node within the system running GRAL is
able to identify disjoint application sub-trees hosted locally on the respective nodes (using also partial information of the application tree). For each identified sub-tree, a group of agents is produced that may be a subset of the sub-tree. For each group, a
single destination is chosen as a host for all of the agents that are part of the group. Initially, the algorithm performs group agent
migrations, and in the sequel single agent migrations. The single agent migrations are identified in the same procedure as that of
AMA. The group agent migrations are identified as follows:
Sub-tree Identification. First, one or more disjoint sets of communicating locally hosted node-neutral agents (belonging to the
same application) are identified. Each such set corresponds to a part of the application tree; hereafter, referred to as a sub-tree.
Specifically, the sub-tree identification takes place as follows: (i) create a sub-tree rooted on a locally hosted node-neutral agent
not belonging to an already identified sub-tree and (ii) add to the respective sub-tree each locally hosted node-neutral agent that
is adjacent (according to the application graph) to one of the agents belonging already to that sub-tree. Repeat phase (ii) until no
agent can expand the respective sub-tree. After the expansion of a sub-tree completes, repeat phase (i) and (ii) accordingly, until
all of the node-neutral agents have been considered.
Selection of destination. For each sub-tree, the most promising 1-hop destination node is determined by subtracting collectively the disadvantageous loads from the advantageous ones in terms of the group of agents (denoted by G) belonging to the
corresponding sub-tree. If the resultant is positive, then the corresponding node is considered as the most promising 1-hop destination node for the group of agents belonging to the respective sub-tree. Specifically, Eq. 8 must hold true to select nd as the
most promising 1-hop destination node for a sub-tree G hosted at ns.
Partial migration gain calculation. Having chosen the best promising 1-hop destination nd, the respective partial migration
gain value is computed for each agent ak of the corresponding sub-tree as:
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Eq. 9

Eq. 10

The partial migration gain is calculated for each agent in a top-down fashion. Eq. 9 is used to calculate the partial gain of migrating the root ar of a sub-tree from ns to nd. The above partial gain corresponds to the actual gain of that migration, provided
that the agents of the corresponding sub-tree communicating with ar remain on ns. To calculate the partial migration gain of every other agent ak of a sub-tree we make use of Eq. 10, given that the parent of ak is am (in terms of the corresponding sub-tree).
Specifically, Eq. 10 corresponds to the load impact if both ak and its parent am (denoted by p(ak) = am) migrate to nd, on the
premise that the rest of the agents of the corresponding sub-tree that communicate with ak remain on ns. The third term in Eq. 10
is justified by the fact that when calculating the partial migration gain of an agent, there is an assumption that the corresponding
agent is migrated along with its parent. Therefore, we must add the traffic load between the respective agent and its parent.
However, we can observe that: (a) the disadvantageous load of a migrating agent belongs to the negative part of Eq. 10 and (b) it
contains the traffic load associated with the parent of the respective agent. Therefore, we must double the traffic load between
the respective agent and its parent. The actual gain for migrating any agent ak together with all its predecessors (in the path) up
to the root ar is equal to the sum of the respective partial migration gain values.
Sub-tree contraction. The algorithm processes a sub-tree by performing iteratively in a bottom-up fashion prunes/merges of
the leaves of the corresponding sub-tree. Specifically, if the partial migration gain of a leaf is negative, then we prune the respective leaf. Otherwise, we choose to merge the leaf with its parent by aggregating their partial migration gains. Each merge produces a so-called contracted node with a respective partial migration gain. The sub-tree contraction phase terminates when either all of the tree nodes have been pruned or it results in a single contracted node (called final contracted node) that represents a
group agent migration.
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Figure 3. Application
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Figure 4. Agent placement
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Figure 5. Partial migration gains
for the sub-tree (A,B,C,D,F)

21
{B, D}

prune {C, F}
-4
{C, F}

contracted
node

merge {B, D}
with A

23
{B, D, A}

final contracted
node

Figure 6. Sub-tree contraction phase for the
sub-tree (A,B,C,D,F)

As an example, consider the application tree shown in Fig. 3, whereby generic agents are denoted in capitals and non-generic
agents in small case letters. Edge values stand for the communication load between two agents. Let the application be deployed
on a network as illustrated in Fig. 4. Two disjoint sub-trees are hosted at n2: (A, B, C, D, F) and (I, J, K). Therefore, two groupings will be produced, one for each sub-tree. (Note that AMA cannot improve the placement depicted in Fig. 4). By taking into
account the communication loads between agents, we identify through Eq. 8 that n3 is the most promising 1-hop destination for
both sub-trees (A, B, C, D, F) and (I, J, K). In the sequel, we illustrate in Fig. 5 the calculation of the partial migration gains of
the first sub-tree. As stated previously, the above calculation takes place in a top-down fashion. Therefore, we first calculate the
partial gain (pg23(A)) for the migration of agent A from n2 to n3. The above partial migration gain equals to two because Eq. 9
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must be used for the above calculation (note that agent A is the root of the sub-tree under consideration). We should also note
that for the next levels of the sub-tree under consideration, we calculate sub-tree’s partial migration gains by making use of Eq.
10. Specifically, for the second level of the tree, we calculate the partial migration gains of agent B and agent C that being 12
and -7, respectively. For the last level, the partial migration gains of agent D and agent F are equal to 9 and 3, respectively. In
Fig. 6, we show the tree contraction phase taking place in a bottom-up fashion. Because the partial gains of the leaves D and F
appearing in Fig. 6 are positive, we choose to merge each one with its parent (left part of Fig. 6). In the sequel, we observe that
the partial gain of the new leaf {B, D} is positive, while the other one {C, F} is negative. Therefore, {B, D} is merged with its
parent A, while {C, F} is pruned (negative contribution). Finally, we result in the migrating group {B, D, A}, with its impact
(migration gain) within the system equaling 23 (right part of Fig. 6).
group (AG) of
co-located
agents

a5

4

external edge
of group AG

internal edge
of group AG
a1

5

a2
8

hyper-agent
4

5
a4

a3

a5

a1, a2, a3
5

a4

Figure 7. Constructing a hyper-agent from a group of three agents

Hyper-agent: According to the following procedure, a group of co-located node-neutral agents (called G) can be transformed
into a hyper-agent (called AG). The transformation starts by removing all of the edges that connect agents belonging to the targeted group. The above edges are also called internal edges, while the edges that connect agents of the targeted group with
agents not belonging to that group are called external edges. All of the external edges of the targeted group become edges of the
hyper-agent to be formed. We must note that GRAL exchanges two control messages per hyper-agent to prevent a swapping of
communicating agents. In terms of the space and time complexity of the algorithm, the reader is referred to [39].

4

Algorithmic Extensions
This section discusses how AMA and GRAL can be extended to handle: (a) node capacity constraints and (b) increased net-

work knowledge.

4.1

Handling Capacity Constraints

Here we discuss two methodologies to tackle node capacity constraints. In a nutshell, three main elements must be added: (a)
infeasible migrations must be dropped, (b) the available free capacity of nodes must be “discovered” dynamically, and (c) the
capacity reservations must be made before initiating a migration.
Inquire-Lock Before (ILB). Before running the algorithm, a request is sent to all potential destination nodes, inquiring about
their free capacity and requesting them to reserve up to the amount needed to host the agent(s) being considered for migration.
The nodes reply with their available capacity, if any, which they reserve until further notice. Then, the selection of the destination(s) is done as described in the previous subsections, having a consistent and guaranteed view of node capacities. Nodes that
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are not chosen as destinations are informed to release their reserved capacity. Nodes that are chosen as destinations are certain to
be able to host the agent(s) assigned to them and release any “leftover” capacity when migration terminates.
Inquire-Lock After (ILA). The algorithm runs based on a previous, possibly outdated, view of free node capacities. Destinations are then contacted to reserve the capacity needed for hosting the agents assigned to them. Initially, all of the nodes are assumed to have an infinite free capacity. This view, along with the nominal capacity of each node, is updated based on the replies
received for each request. To avoid excluding destinations due to outdated information, with a certain probability, nodes are assumed to have their full nominal capacity free, independently of the local view. Of course, this means that a migration might be
decided based on invalid information, in which case the destination will send a negative reply when contacted to actually reserve
capacity (and perform the migration).
Algorithmic Adaptations: When AMA picks a destination for a locally hosted agent, the migration is performed only if that
node indeed has sufficient free capacity. GRAL checks the capacity constraint during the grouping phase of a sub-tree. If a leaf
contains agents that exceed the capacity of the destination, it is pruned.

4.2

Handling Increased Network Knowledge

This section introduces extensions of AMA-1 and GRAL-1 for the case where a node is assumed to know the routing topology within a M-hop radius. We refer to this as M-hop network awareness. We must note that this information may be collected in
a lazy fashion, incurring a minimal communication overhead, by piggybacking the M most recent node identifiers when a
(small) message travels through the network. In fact, this information comes for free by employing a naming scheme that encodes path information into node identifiers (e.g., as in ZigBee networks with hierarchical routing [27]).

4.2.1 Extending AMA to support multi-hop migrations
The M-hop agent migration algorithm (AMA-M) is a straightforward extension of AMA-1 that exploits M-hop awareness.
The difference is that for each agent ak hosted at node ns, AMA-M considers as possible candidates all nodes up to M-hops away
from ns that are involved in the message traffic of ak. To identify whether a single agent multi-hop migration is gainful or otherwise we need to redefine Eq. 7. Therefore, we first need to introduce the variable fsd(z) that represents the zth node along the path
starting from node ns and ending on node nd. We should note that when z = 0, then fsd(z) represents ns, while in case z = hsd, then
fsd(z) represents the node nd. Therefore, Eq. 7’ specifies the total gain of migrating an agent ak along a path starting from some
node ns and ending on some other node nd. In particular, Eq. 7’ sums the individual gains of migrating an agent ak hop-by-hop
from a node ns to a node nd.
hij

mg sd (k )

¦g
z 1

f sd ( z 1), f sd ( z )

(k )

Eq. 7’

The algorithm chooses the destination for ak by iteratively evaluating Eq. 7’ for neighbor nodes, starting from 1-hop neighbors and working its way to more distant neighbors, following the most beneficial outbound direction. Each iteration determines
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whether it is beneficial to move ak to a node that is 1 hop further away from ns, assuming ak were hosted on the node picked in
the previous iteration. The algorithm stops after M iterations or earlier when it is no longer beneficial to migrate ak. AMA-M is
expected to lead to fewer migrations than AMA-1 because an agent can (directly) move on a distant node in a single migration;
as opposed to performing several 1-hop migrations to reach the same destination.

4.2.2 Extending GRAL to support multi-hop migrations
By following the same rationale as stated previously, we extend GRAL to exploit increased network knowledge. Specifically,
GRAL-M extends GRAL to: (a) take advantage of M-hop awareness, and (b) potentially assign different parts of a group to different destinations (i.e., suggesting that some agents of the group migrate to different nodes).
For each sub-tree G, all neighbors within M hops of the local host and which are involved in the load associated with G are
considered as potential destinations. The respective partial gain values for each destination node ns are calculated in the spirit of
multi-hop migrations. To do the above we need first to redefine Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 in the spirit of Eq. 7’. Therefore, Eq. 5 and Eq. 6
transform into Eq. 5’ and Eq. 6’, respectively. With the help of the above equations, we are able to transform Eq. 9 and Eq. 10
into Eq. 9’ and Eq. 10’, respectively. As we can see, the partial gain formulas (Eq. 9’ and Eq. 10’) are straightforward extensions
of Eq. 9 and Eq. 10, respectively, taking into account the distance between ns and nd.
hij

hij

¦ dl fsd ( z 1), fsd ( z ) (k )

Eq. 5’

mpgsd (r ) malsd (r )  mdlsd (r ) | root ar

Eq. 9’

mdlsd (k )

malsd (k )

z 1

¦ al
z 1

f sd ( z 1), f sd ( z )

(k )

mpgsd (k ) malsd (k )  mdlsd (k )  2 u (Ckm  Cmk ) u hsd | p(ak ) am

Eq. 6’
Eq. 10’

The partial gain values for each agent and destination node can be stored using a single tree structure, where the partial gain
of an agent is a vector, where each element indicating the partial gain for a different destination node. The grouping process follows the same principle as in GRAL, but when merging two nodes the best destination for the leaf is selected for each destination option of the next-level node, producing an equal number of combined placements and partial gain values for the resulting
group node. Again, the best combination is updated after each merge, and is returned when grouping finishes.
During the grouping phase, the gain values are calculated based on the fact that each merge “links” the parent agent ak in the
leaf node with the parent agent am in the next-level node (ak is the child of am, both hosted at ns). Let tk and tm denote the group
nodes that contain these agents, and tm,k denote the group node that results after merging tk with tm. The combined partial gain
after merging tk and tm is given by Eq. 11, under the assumption that ak migrates from ns at nu, while am from ns to nv. In case tm
(and/or tk) represents more than one agent, then m (and/or k) in Eq. 11 represents the most ancient agent in regards to the hierarchy of the agents participating in tm (and/or tk).
cpg susv (m, k )

mpg sv (m)  mpg su (k )  (Cmk  Ckm )(hsv  hsu  huv )

Eq. 11

To explain the third term, recall that mpgsv(m) and mpgsu(k) are calculated as per Eq. 10’, unless am plays the role of the root
ode where in that case Eq. 9’ (instead of Eq. 10’) is used to calculate mpgsv(m). Specifically, in case that vzu, the gain must be
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adjusted by: (a) crediting the cost (Cmk+Ckm)×hsv assumed in mpg svm , (b) subtracting the benefit (Cmk+Ckm)×hiu assumed in
mpg suk , and (c) subtracting the load (Cmk+Ckm)×huv that will actually be incurred between am and ak from their new hosts. Note

that the third term disappears when v=u in which case the partial gain of tk,m equals the sum of the individual partial gains, as
usual.
<-10, -12, -24>
<n1, n3, n4>
I

<-12, -10, -22>
<(n1, n3), (n3, n3 ), (n4, n3)>
IK

K
<-8, 2, -6>
<n1, n3, n4>

J
<1, 17, 32>
<n1, n3, n4>

Figure 8. Grouping (I, J, K): initial state

J
<1, 17, 32>
<n1, n3, n4>
Figure 9. Grouping (I, J, K): after merging
leaf node K with I

<-11, 7, 10>
<(n1, n3, n1), (n3, n3, n3 ), (n4, n3, n4)>
IKJ

Figure 10. Grouping (I, J, K): after merging leaf
node J with IK

We illustrate how the algorithm works by revisiting the previous example (of Fig. 4 and Fig. 6) for network awareness that
equals two (M = 2). Assume that n2 invokes the algorithm for the sub-tree (I, J, K). The candidate destination nodes, involved in
the message traffic associated with one or more agents of this sub-tree, are n1, n3 and n4. Fig. 8 depicts the initial state of the subtree where each node is associated with three different partial gain values, one for each of the candidate destinations nodes
(listed below the respective values). Each merge produces three combinations whereby each agent is separately assigned to a
destination. Fig. 9 shows the result of merging group node K with I into a group node IK by considering three cases: (a) If I migrates on n1 the best destination for K is n3 yielding a combined partial gain of –12. (b) If agent I moves to n3 the best destination for K is n3 with a combined partial gain of –10. (c) if I migrates on n4 the best destination for K is n3 with a combined partial
gain of –22. Fig. 10 illustrates the result of merging group node J with IK into a group node IJK. As we can see, the most beneficial group migration is that of migrating I and J on n4, and K on n3. The above gives a total gain of 10.

5 Optimality Issues and Bounds
We extend our system model to include notations that will be useful for our proofs. S and N denote the number of nodespecific and node-neutral agents, respectively. The variable qkm captures the data exchanged between ak and am as qkm = Ckm+Ckm
= qkm. Let Eq. 12 represent the remote load exchanged between ak and the agents located on a node different than h(ak). The
local load exchanged between ak and the agents that are co-located with ak is captured by Eq. 13. Eq. 14 and Eq. 15 capture the
remote and local load in terms of the node-neutral agents belonging into hyper-agent AG, respectively.
rl ak
ll AG

¦

m:h ( ak ) z h ( am )

¦

Eq. 12

qkm

 ( ak  am ) AG :h ( ak ) h ( am )

qkm

Eq. 15

ll ak

qkm d B

¦

m:h ( ak ) h ( am )

qkm

Eq. 13

rl AG

¦

ak  AG :h ( ak ) z h ( am )

qkm

Eq. 14

Eq. 16

Let D be the diameter of the network, while B/2 be the maximum data an agent can send towards another one, each time it
calls the respective network routine. Therefore, the maximum volume of data can pass through an edge (of the application tree)
at any instance of time, must equal B (see Eq. 16). This happens when both of the involved agents simultaneously send data to-
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wards one another B/2 data units.
We refer to a node as the center of (communication) gravity for an agent, if placing the agent on that node minimizes the
amount of its communication with other agents over the wireless network, based on the current placement of those agents. We
say that an agent or hyper-agent is individually balanced if it is placed at its center of gravity; else, the agent is unbalanced.
Note that in case of GRAL an agent is individually balanced if there is no sub-tree that contains that agent after the contraction
phase completes. A placement where all agents or hyper-agents are individually balanced is called a totally balanced placement
(TBP). For simplicity, and without the loss of generality, henceforth we refer to both simple agents or hyper-agents as “agents”.
Lemma 1. Given a TBP, then any attempt to migrate an agent to any node within the system always leads to a new network cost
that is greater than or equal to the old network cost.
Proof. As per the TBP definition, there is no 1-hop migration of any agent within the system that may reduce the total network
cost. Therefore, it only remains to be shown that the above applies for any M-hop migration. Consider the example as depicted
in Fig. 11. As we can see, there is a 3-hop migration m14(k) that can be decomposed into three 1-hop migrations (m12(k), m23(k),
m34(k)). The gain of m14(k) is equal to the sum of the gains of the above three 1-hop migrations: g14(k) = g12(k) + g23(k) +g34(k)
(Eq. 17). Recall that the gain of an agent migration can be split into the advantageous (alsd(k)) and the disadvantageous (dlsd(k))
load. Looking at the advantageous loads of these migrations, we claim that the following holds al12(k) ≥ al23(k) ≥ al34(k). Recall
that alsd(k) represents the communication load between ak (located on ns) and the agents using nd as: (a) hosting node to reach ak
or (b) a routing. In our example, set A is called the set of agents using n2 to communicate with ak (when ak is located on n1). Set
B is named the set of processes using n3 to communicate with ak (when ak is located on n2). Set C is named the set of processes
using n4 to communicate with ak (when ak is located on n3). We observe that, set A is a superset of set B, which in turn is a superset of set C. Therefore, we have the following A  B  C  al12(k) ≥ al23(k) ≥ al34(k) (Eq. 18). Following the same rationale as
that of advantageous loads, we can say that dl12(k) ≤ dl23(k) ≤dl34(k) (Eq. 19). Combining Eq. 7, Eq. 18, and Eq. 19, we obtain
g12(k) ≥ g23(k) ≥ g34(k) (Eq. 20). The combination of Eq. 17 and Eq. 20 gives g14(k) ≤ 3×g12(k). Note that n2 is the 1-hop neighbor
of n1, which is used by n4 to reach n1. Therefore, the above can be generalized into the following statement: If we assume a Mhop migration in a tree-structured network from a node ns to a node nd, and an 1-hop neighbor (called nz) used by ns to reach nd,
then the following holds gsd(k) ≤ M×gsz(k) (Eq. 21).
ak
n1

m12k

n2

k
23

m

m14k
n3

m34k

n4

Figure 11. Decomposing a 3-hop migration into three 1-hop migrations

Now getting back to our case, we must recall that there is no 1-hop agent migration that can gain benefit greater than zero.
(This is a result of the TBP assumption undertaken previously.) We also must note that gsz(k) in Eq. 21 represents the benefit
when migrating ak by 1-hop. Therefore, according to Eq. 21, in the best case scenario any M-hop migration will have benefit M
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times zero. From the above we can conclude that there is no M-hop migration with benefit greater than zero. Consequently, there
is no M-hop migration that can further reduce the total network cost. □
Lemma 2. Given a TBP, then any migration of an agent leaving the total network cost intact or increasing it cannot cause a
series of other migrations that may eventually further reduce the total network cost.
Proof. To prove the lemma by contradiction, we assume that (i) ak is an agent migrating from ns to a 1-hop neighbor nd, (ii) this
migration leaves the total network cost intact (or increases it), but causes other subsequent migrations that eventually reduce the
total network cost. The above implies that an adjacent agent of ak (named ai) is affected by msd(k) and becomes unbalanced.
Therefore, the following three scenarios must be examined: (a) ai is located on a node that uses nd to reach ak. However, the
above entails that ai was not in its center of gravity before msd(k) takes place, which contradicts TBP. (b) ai is located on a node
nf (other than ns) that does not use nd to reach ak. However, the above implies that ai was again not in its center of gravity before
msd(k) takes place. The above is justified by the fact that the load associated with ai and nf’s 1-hop neighbor used to reach ns remains the same irrespective of msd(k) (this contradicts TBP). (c) ai is co-located with ak, which entails that both ak and ai form an
unbalanced hyper-agent (this contradicts TBP). Therefore, we conclude that there cannot exist a msd(i). To complete our proof,
we also need to prove that a contradiction holds for the case where nd is a M-hop neighbor of ns. Because msd(k) is a M-hop migration leaving the total network cost intact (or increasing it), then it is equivalent of saying that there are M 1-hop migrations
from ns to nd, where each of them leaves the total network cost intact (or increases it). Applying the above three scenarios for M
migrations we end the proof. □
Theorem 1. A totally balanced placement (TBP) is always an optimal placement.
Proof. According to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, if a totally balanced placement has been achieved, then there cannot be any migration that can further reduce the total communication cost. □

5.1

Identifying the Worst-case Bound of AMA

In this section, we identify the worst-case bound between AMA and the optimal algorithm (OPT). First, we will set forth the
sketch of our proof and then we will move on towards a more detailed discussion of the proof. We assume that after performing
AMA, in our system, there are no individually unbalanced agents. The above is a valid assumption because AMA always results
in a placement in which all of the agents within the system are individually balanced. We also assume that there exists at least
one unbalanced group of agents (called hyper-agent AG). We already know that AMA cannot identify unbalanced group of agents
to migrate it towards the center of gravity. However, the optimal algorithm will always achieve the aforementioned. Therefore,
for the bound to be as less as possible, we demand that AG be as far away from its center of gravity as possible. As a result, we
can achieve the above by placing: (a) AG on a node (hereafter denoted as ni) that is located on the one end of the network and (b)
AG’s center of gravity (or adjacent agents) on a node (hereafter denoted as nj) that is located on the opposite end of the network.
In that way, the distance between AG and its center of gravity equals the diameter of the network D (measured in hops).
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Lemma 3. Assuming that all of the node-neutral agents of a given application are hosted on a single node ni and participate on
an unbalanced hyper-agent AG, then the worst-case bound between AMA and the optimal algorithm is equal to (N-1)×2B×D.
Proof. Without the loss of generality, we assume that there are no individually unbalanced agents within the system as AMA
always result in a placement where all of the agents are individually balanced. According to the preceding text, for the bound to
be as less as possible, we demand that the source of the remote load of AG must stem from nj, which is D hops away from ni
(Condition 1). In Fig. 12, we set forth an example of m node-neutral agents that are individually balanced but not totally balanced. Each node-neutral agent depicted in Fig. 12 has: (a) one or two internal edges belonging to AG, with their load representing a portion of its local load (e.g., a1 has only one edge q12 belonging to AG), (b) one local abstract edge representing the remaining local load, which is the local load (ll(ak)) minus the load of the internal edges, and (c) one remote abstract edge representing the remote load. (In Fig. 12, rl(a1) is one such edge.)
Because of Condition 1 and of the fact that each node-neutral agent is individually balanced, we conclude that the following
must hold ll(ak) ≥ rl(ak), which we term as Condition 2. The best-case scenario for the optimal algorithm is to force each agent
to have as less of a local load as possible. Otherwise, the aforementioned load will become remote when the optimal algorithm
takes the decision to migrate the unbalanced group. Therefore, the best-case scenario is that the local load of an agent equals the
accumulation of the loads between the agent in question and its adjacent agents belonging to the unbalanced group (Condition
3). In case of two node-neutral agents (m = 2 in Fig. 12), then according to Condition 3, both ll(a1) and ll(a2) must be equal to
q12. Consequently, the total remote load cannot be greater than 2q12. While the total communication cost cannot be greater than
2q12×D (that is the remote load multiplied by the traveling distance in hops). Now due to Eq. 16, we can deduce that the total
communication cost cannot be greater than 2B×D. If three node-neutral agents exist, then we have ll(a1) = q12, ll(a2) = q12 + q23,
and ll(a3) = q23. Consequently, the total remote load and the total communication cost cannot be greater than 4B and 4B×D, respectively. When four node-neutral agents are present, then the total communication cost cannot be greater than 6B×D. (We
must stress on the fact that the above observations are completely independent of the underlying application tree connectivity.)
Therefore, we can observe that for each internal edge of AG, AMA incurs 2B×D additional network overhead. Because the optimal algorithm is able to migrate AG towards nj, the total network overhead will be zero. In principle, our application is structured
as a tree, which means that the largest difference (in terms of network overhead) between AMA and OPT will be equal to (N1)×2B×D. The above is because in a tree of N agents, N-1 edges must exist. □
Lemma 4. Given that: (a) there exist N node-neutral agents within our WSN, (b) N-1 of them (a1...aN-1) are on an unbalanced
hyper-agent AG that is hosted on a node ni, and (c) all of the N agents are hosted on ni, we can conclude that the bound between
AMA and the optimal algorithm is less than (N-1)×2B×D.
Proof. We have already understood that the optimal algorithm will migrate AG from ni to nj. Note that the optimal algorithm
cannot migrate aN to nj. This is because aN does not belong to AG. Without the loss of generality, we can assume that all of the
agents are individually balanced. As previously established, the worst-case scenario for AMA (conversely the best-case for the
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optimal algorithm) is to have the source of rl(AG) to be as far away as possible from the hosting node of AG. Therefore, we have
the following two cases: (a) it is located on ni and (b) it is located on a different node other than ni.
Case (a): Note that rl(aN) cannot stem from nj, otherwise the OPT would be able to migrate aN towards nj. Because aN does not
participate in AG and due to the fact that AG must be a collection of agents that cannot be partitioned, we deduce that aN is connected to only one agent, namely ak of AG. For OPT to not migrate aN towards nj, we should have qNk to be less than the local
load between aN and the node-specific agents that it communicates with. Therefore, the worst-case for AMA (conversely, the
best-case for OPT) is that the above loads should be as large as possible (with the former load being 0 and the latter one being
1). Consequently, when applying the optimal algorithm, the total network overhead becomes 1×D, while in case of AMA, the
total network overhead becomes (N-2)×2B×D. Thus, the largest difference between AMA and OPT is (N-2)×2B×D–D. However,
we can see that the difference is less than that indicated in Lemma 3.
Case (b): The worst-case scenario for AMA is that aN is located as far away as possible from ni. The best-case scenario for OPT
is that aN be located on nj. Therefore, we assume that aN is located on nj, and consequently qNk should be less than the local load
between aN and the node-specific agents that it communicates with. The worst-case scenario for AMA (conversely, the best-case
scenario for OPT) is to have qNk be as large as possible. The above is because AMA cannot migrate AG to nj; however, OPT is
able to do so. Consequently, we assume that qNk is equal to B, with the network overhead in terms of that load being B×D. In
terms of the network overhead associated with AG, it is equal to (N-2) ×2B×D. The total network overhead incurred by AMA is
equal to (N-2)×2B×D+B×D, while the total network overhead incurred by OPT is equal to zero as AG and aN are co-located.
Therefore, the largest difference between AMA and OPT is equal to (N-2)×2B×D+B×D (less than that reported in Lemma 3). □
Theorem 2. The worst-case bound between AMA and the optimal algorithm is (N-1)×2B×D×T, with T denoting the maximum
number of times the agents can send B/2 data units over the WSN network.
Proof. Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 prove that at any time instance, the largest difference (in terms of the network overhead) between
AMA and OPT is equal to (N-1)×2B×D. We assume that T denotes the maximum number of times the agents can send B/2 data
units over the WSN network. Therefore, there can be at most T time instances that the total network overhead equals to (N1)×2B×D. Summing up all of them, we conclude that the total network overhead equals to (N-1)×2B×D×T. We also conclude
that as T grows to infinity, the total network overhead also grows to infinity, which means that there is no fixed bound between
AMA and OPT. □
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5.2

GRAL* an Optimal Algorithm

In this section, we first discuss two important issues that make GRAL identifies sub-optimal placements. Specifically, the
first case is that we prove that GRAL chooses the destination node for a potential migrating group in such a way that may lead to
a sub-optimal assignment scheme. The other case is attributed to the fact that the choice of the root agent of a sub-tree may lead
to a sub-optimal placement. In the sequel, we introduce a modification of GRAL that we name GRAL* along with a mathematical proof that GRAL* always results in an optimal placement. GRAL‘s sub-optimality and GRAL*‘s optimality proofs are discussed in a detailed fashion in the subsequent text.
Lemma 5. GRAL may result in a sub-optimal placement because of the fact that it chooses only the most promising nodes as the
destination for a potential migrating group.
Proof. Consider the example depicted in Fig. 13, where three node-neutral agents (a1, a2, a3) and three node-specific agents (a1’,
a2’, a3’) compose an application. Recall that when GRAL runs on a node, it chooses for each disjoint sub-tree the most promising
destination node. In our example, GRAL will identify the most promising node for the sub-tree composed of a1, a2, and a3. The
only possible destination for the aforementioned group of agents is n2. Therefore, we assume that the destination of a1, a2, and a3
is n2 and calculate the disadvantageous (a1:101, a2:11, a3:10) and the advantageous (a1:0, a2:10, a3:10) loads. By subtracting the
disadvantageous loads from the advantageous ones (0-101+10-11+10-10), we find that the resultant equals to -102. Therefore,
the most promising destination node is the current hosting node. Because there is no other disjoint sub-tree that GRAL can identify, the current placement is considered GRAL‘s final placement. As can be seen, the total network overhead of the current
placement scheme is equal to 20, which can be deduced from the communication between {a2, a2’} and {a3, a3’}. However, we
also can observe that if we move both a2 and a3 to n2, then the total network overhead becomes 1 (communication between a1
and a2). Consequently, we conclude that there is an unbalanced group of agents (a2 and a3) that cannot be identified by GRAL,
resulting in a sub-optimal placement. □
Lemma 6. GRAL may result in a sub-optimal placement because it chooses the root agent of a sub-tree randomly.
Proof. Consider again the example reported in Fig. 13 and assume that GRAL now possesses the ability to identify that if n2
hosts some of the agents of n1, then the placement will be improved. Therefore, GRAL will proceed with the calculation of partial migration gains and the tree contraction phases as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively. Specifically, we can see in Fig.
14 that if GRAL chooses a1 as the root agent of the sub-tree {a1, a2, a3}, then the contraction phase will result in a final contracted node {a1, a2, a3} with negative partial migration gain. In principle, a final contracted node with negative migration gain contributes negatively to the total network overhead, which ends up pruning the node in question. However, we can observe in Fig.
15 that if GRAL chooses a2 as the root agent of the aforementioned sub-tree, then the contraction phase will result in a final contracted node {a2, a3} with positive partial migration gain. The above means that if we move both a2 and a3 to n2, then the total
network overhead will be improved. Consequently, by appropriately choosing the root agent of a sub-tree, we can identify an
unbalanced group of agents that GRAL is not able to identify. □
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Lemma 7. If the root agent of an identified sub-tree belongs to an unbalanced group of agents, then after the contraction phase,
GRAL will identify the above unbalanced group and identify an optimal migration.
Proof. Recall that when GRAL calculates the partial migration gains of a sub-tree, each agent belonging to that sub-tree is assigned a partial migration gain for its migration to a chosen destination. If the aforementioned migration concerns a bottom-level
agent, then its partial migration gain corresponds to an upper bound gain. The above is justified by the fact that when calculating
a partial migration gain of an agent, we consider that the respective agent will migrate along with its parent, resulting in the bestcase scenario. To prove our result, we proceed with the following three assumptions.
Assumption 1: Consider that (i) GRAL identifies a promising destination node nd for a sub-tree of only two levels rooted at an
agent ar, and (ii) the respective sub-tree represents an unbalanced group of agents (with ar belonging to that group), with an optimal solution being its migration to nd. We refer to the group of agents that the optimal algorithm decides to migrate to nd as the
optimal migrating group. If there are agents at the bottom level of the sub-tree under consideration that have partial migration
gain less than or equal to zero, then GRAL will decide to prune them. It is noteworthy to mention that the optimal algorithm will
also decide to remove the respective agents from the optimal migrating group. The above is because the upper bound migration
gains of the corresponding agents are not positive. Therefore, GRAL‘s decision to prune the aforementioned agents is correct.
The rest of the bottom-level agents (if any) must have positive partial migration gains. The above means that: (a) GRAL will
decide to merge the aforementioned agents with their parents and (b) if parent ar of the aforementioned agents migrates along
with them to nd, then the actual migration gain of that group of agents will be positive. Because of the assumption that ar belongs
to an unbalanced group, the hypothesis stated in (b) will be true and OPT will decide to move the corresponding group of agents
to nd. Now it only remains to be shown that GRAL also will decide to move the same group of agents as OPT to nd. The aforementioned can be justified from the fact that GRAL will perform the contraction phase, which will result in a positive partial
migration gain of the respective group of agents. We can conclude that the above is true because: (a) by construction, the partial
migration gain of the aforementioned group of agents (final contracted node) is equal to the actual migration gain and (b) the
actual migration gain of the above group is positive because of OPT’s decision to migrate the group to nd.
Assumption 2: The hypothesis is the same as that in Assumption 1 with the difference being only in the levels of the sub-tree.
Here we assume a three level sub-tree. In the first step, GRAL will proceed with the merging/pruning of the bottom level of the
tree. As stated earlier, each leaf contributing negatively will be pruned as OPT will take the same decision. Because the rest of
the bottom-level agents must have positive partial migration gain, they will be merged with the next upper-level agents. Therefore, the process will result in a case that is identical to Assumption 1, with the difference being that some of the bottom-level
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nodes may represent hyper-agents instead of individual agents. We must note that by construction, a hyper-agent shares the same
properties as that of a simple agent. Combining the above with Assumption 1, we conclude that GRAL will move towards nd the
same agents as OPT.
Assumption 3: The hypothesis is the same as that state in Assumption 2 with the only difference being the depth of the sub-tree,
which we consider to be four. Following the same rationale as previously detailed, we conclude that this case is reduced to the
case of Assumption 2. Therefore, GRAL again converges to an optimal decision.
By continuing the above assumptions iteratively, we conclude that the general case where the sub-tree is consisted of n levels is
always reduced to Assumption 1. As a result, we conclude that if the root agent of a sub-tree belongs to an unbalanced group,
then GRAL will identify and move that group in an optimal way. □
Definition 1. GRAL* is a modification of GRAL that circumvents the drawbacks of GRAl as identified in Lemma 5 and Lemma
6. GRAL* becomes: For each possible pair (AG, nd) — where AG is an identified sub-tree and nd is the potential destination node
of that sub-tree — GRAL* constructs as many sub-trees (containing the same agents with AG) as the number of the agents belonging to AG, with each such sub-tree being rooted at a different agent.
Theorem 3. GRAL* always results in an optimal placement.
Proof. By construction, GRAL* is able to: (a) identify each non-partitioned collection of co-located node-neutral agents (or subtree) and (b) examine all of the possible root agent combinations of a given sub-tree. Thus, for each unbalanced group of agents,
GRAL* always identifies a sub-tree with its root being part of the corresponding unbalanced agent group. Combining the above
with Lemma 7, we conclude that GRAL* is able to identify all of the unbalanced groups and optimally identify placements. □
The space complexity of GRAL* remains the same as that of GRAL, that is O(A’N’2). However, the time complexity is a little bit different compared to that of GRAL. The above is due to the fact of the extra computing cost incurred to examine all of
the possible root agent combinations of a given sub-tree. Therefore the time complexity of GRAL* becomes O(A’N’2M’), with
M’ representing the total number of agents participating on the corresponding sub-tree.

5.3

Identifying the Worst-case Bound of GRAL

In this section, we show that there is a fixed bound between GRAL and the optimal algorithm.
Theorem 4. The worst-case bound between GRAL and the optimal algorithm is 1/((N-2)×2B).
Proof. We split our proof into two parts. The first part addresses the case when the number of node-neutral agents is limited to
two (N ≤ 2), while the second part examines the case when N > 2.
Part A: In this part, we prove that GRAL is optimal when N ≤ 2. Because AMA is optimal when N = 1 (stems directly from
Theorem 1), we deduce that GRAL also is optimal for that particular case. Therefore, we only need to consider the case where N
= 2. Because the sub-optimality of GRAL is attributed to Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 (GRAL* becomes optimal by overcoming the
drawbacks brought out by these lemmas), we only need to show that the aforementioned lemmas do not hold true for the case of
N = 2. We have to examine three cases to prove the above: (a) if both of the node-neutral agents form an unbalanced group, then
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GRAL will identify the respective unbalanced group and migrate it optimally, (b) if only one of the two node-neutral agents is
unbalanced then the above is reduced to the case of a single agent migration (optimal decision), and (c) if both of the nodeneutral agents are totally balanced, then the optimal solution has already been identified by GRAL. Therefore, Lemma 5 and
Lemma 6 do not hold true for the aforementioned cases.
rl(a2) ll(a2) - q12 - q23

unbalanced
hyper-agent (AG)
a1

q12

rl(a1) ll(a1) - q12

a2

...

am

rl(am+1) ll(am+1) - qm,m+1
qm,m+1

am+1

balanced
agent

rl(am) ll(am) - qm-1,m - qm,m+1

Figure 16. Unbalanced group of agents.

Part B: In this part, we consider the case when N > 2. Without the loss of generality, we assume that each of the agent is individually balanced. Recall from Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 that GRAL becomes suboptimal when there is at least one totally balanced agent. Therefore, we extend the case represented in Fig. 12 to a scenario reflecting Part B in Fig. 16. In that case, GRAL
cannot identify the unbalanced hyper-agent AG to migrate it towards its center of gravity, while the optimal algorithm is always
able to do it. Therefore, for the bound to be as less as possible (for the sake of the proof) we must have AG located to be as far
away as possible from its center of gravity (Condition 1’). We can achieve the above by placing AG and AG‘s center of gravity
(or adjacent agents) in such a way such that their distance equaling the diameter of the WSN D (measured in hops).
Because of Condition 1’ and due to the fact that each node-neutral agent is individually balanced, we conclude that the following must hold ll(ak) ≥ rl(ak), which we denote as Condition 2’. The best-case scenario for the optimal algorithm is to force
am+1 to have no remote load, while each agent belonging to the unbalanced group to have as less of a local load as possible
(Condition 3’). The intuition behind the latter is that the local load will become remote load when the optimal algorithm takes
the decision to migrate the unbalanced group. Therefore, we can assume that the only local load of an agent belonging to the
unbalanced group will be the load associated with the rest of the node-neutral agents belonging to the unbalanced group. The
above means that qm,m+1 must equate to zero, which cannot happen as am+1 would not be adjacent to the unbalanced group. The
aforementioned in turn means that GRAL would be able to identify the respective unbalanced group, which is deemed undesirable for the sake of the proof. Therefore, we state that qm,m+1 must equate to 1 (Condition 4’).
Initially, we assume the case where m = 2, with a1 and a2 belonging into the unbalanced group, while a3 being totally balanced. According to Condition 3’, ll(a1) and ll(a2) must be equal to q12 and q12+q23, respectively. Due to Condition 4’, we know
that q12+q23 must equal q12+1. If we are considering applying GRAL to the above case, then we must recall that according to
Condition 1’ and Condition 2’, the cumulative remote and communication load cannot exceed 2q12 and 2q12×D, respectively.
Due to Eq. 16, we can deduce that the worst-case for GRAL is to have the total communication cost equal to 2B×D. If we apply
the optimal algorithm to the above case, then according to the Condition 1’ and Condition 4’ the cumulative remote and communication load equals to 1 and D, respectively. Following the same rationale, when m = 3, we conclude that the total communication load in terms of GRAL and the optimal algorithm becomes 4B×D and D, respectively. Generalizing the above for N
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agents, we have m = N – 1. Consequently, the total communication cost of the optimal algorithm and GRAL are equal to D and
(N-2)×2B×D, respectively. The factor (N-2) is justified by the fact that the unbalanced group is composed of a tree of N-1 agents
(or N-2 edges). Therefore, the ratio becomes 1/(N-2) ×2B. We must note that if the number of the balanced agents is larger than
one, then the ratio becomes bigger (undesirable for the sake of the proof). For example, if the number of balanced agents is two,
then the unbalanced group is composed of a tree with N-2 agents (or N-3 edges). Therefore, the ratio becomes 1/(N-3)×2B. □

6 Experimental Evaluation
We conducted the experimental evaluation using ns2 [26]. Each experiment is repeated 25 times, with each plot representing
the average of them. The number 25 represents the combination of five different network topologies and five different application graphs. The details of the simulation setup are briefly given below.
Network generation. Two types of networks are considered, with 50 and 20 nodes placed randomly in a plane of 120×120 and
80×80 distance units, respectively. In both cases, nodes are assumed to be in range of each other if their Euclidean distance was
less than 30 distance units. The corresponding tree-based routing topology is obtained by constructing a spanning tree, whereby
each pair of nodes is connected via a single path.
Application generation. The application tree structure is generated randomly, based on the (given) number of node-specific
agents. Three different application structures are generated with (50, 22), (25, 12) and (10, 5) (node-specific, node-neutral)
agents, referred to as app-50, app-25 and app-10, respectively. The initial placement of agents on the network is random, unless
stated otherwise.
Application traffic. We let each node-specific agent send between one to five messages per simulation time unit to its parent.
For the load from a node-neutral agent towards its parent we consider three cases: (a) lavg: the agent sends the average of the
load received from its children, corresponding to a data aggregation scenario, (b) lsum: the agent sends to its parent the sum of
the loads received from its children, corresponding to a forwarding scenario, and (c) lmix: half node-neutral agents (randomly
chosen) generate load according to lavg and the other half according to lsum. All messages are of equal size. The applicationlevel message traffic pattern remains static to allow the algorithms to converge.
Invocation period. Nodes invoke the algorithm every T time units, each node starting this periodic invocation at a different
point in time, randomly set between 0 and T. When a migration attempt fails (because it was impossible to reserve enough capacity), a node backs-off for a randomly chosen time interval, between T and 5T.
Metrics. In each experiment, the quality of the solution is measured in terms of total network load for the placement produced
by GRAL, GRAL* and AMA versus the initial placement. We must note that in capacitated cases the problem becomes NPcomplete [37]. Therefore, the optimal solution is not obtained by GRAL* but via an exhaustive search (the latter can be computed only for small-scale experiments). We also record the total number of control messages generated (to avoid concurrent con
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Algorithm

Total
Load

Initial
AMA-1
GRAL-1
GRAL*-1

11004.2
4711.8
4601
4578
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Table II. Application traffic lavg
Agent
Control
Migrations
Messages
N/A
825.4
957.6
961.4

N/A
1650.8
1730.4
1736.8

Time to
Converge

Algorithm

N/A
10.6
9.2
9.2

Initial
AMA-1
GRAL-1
GRAL*-1

Table III. Application traffic lsum
Total
Agent
Control
Load
Migrations
Messages
29628.2
6742.4
4895.6
4432

N/A
842.4
1247
1281.2

N/A
1684.8
1764.4
1836.8

Time to
Converge
N/A
11.2
8.2
8.4

Table IV. Application traffic lmix
Algorithm

Total Load

Agent Migrations

Control Messages

Time to Converge

Initial
AMA-1
GRAL-1
GRAL*-1

17964.4
5921.8
4843.6
4654

N/A
738.8
1070
1096.2

N/A
1477.6
1622.8
1686.8

N/A
10.8
8.6
8.6

flicting migrations as well as inquire about, lock and unlock node capacity),the number of migrations performed, and the time
(the maximum number of algorithm invocations performed by any node) needed to reach the final placement.
For experiments without capacity constraints, convergence is inferred when all nodes invoke the algorithm without deciding
for any migration while, in capacitated cases, the simulation is stopped when each node consecutively invokes the algorithm 4
times without successfully performing any migration.

6.1

Results without Capacity Constraints

In the first experiment, we compare the placements obtained by the GRAL and AMA variants, and the optimal algorithm
GRAL* without taking into account capacity constraints. We choose network topologies of 50 nodes, and a mixed application of
5 applications of each application type (app-10, app-25, app-50). Algorithms’ network awareness measured in hops ranges between 1 and 4. Table II summarizes the results of the aforementioned algorithms for an initial (random) placement and the lavg
model. The first observation is that the initial placement is quite bad, incurring more than twice the total load of the optimal.
Specifically, GRAL-1 (GRAL with network awareness of 1 hop) achieves almost the same performance with optimal (5‰ difference), AMA-1 following close to optimal (2.9% difference). As expected, both GRAL and GRAL* perform more migrations
compared to AMA. As far as the control messages are concerned, we can see that they are twice the number of migrations in
case of AMA, while in GRAL and GRAL* they are less than twice because a hosting request/reply may refer to more than one
agents. A final observation is that GRAL and GRAL* need less time to converge against AMA. The above is attributed to the
fact that GRAL and GRAL* perform agent migrations in groups compared to AMA that performs only single agent migrations.
The same experiment was conducted for the other two load models (lsum and lmix) and the results show that the performance
difference between GRAL and GRAL* increases compared to the previous experiment (see Table III and Table IV). Specifically, GRAL* achieved 9.4% and 3.9% better performance against GRAL over lsum and lmix, respectively. However, it is interesting to notice that compared to GRAL, AMA is even worse in lsum and lmix load models, yielding a noticeably inferior performance of 34.2% and 21.4% against GRAL*. The aforementioned difference is attributed to the fact that in these models the dependency among adjacent agents becomes stronger, especially when the load between node-neutral agents and their parents is
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relatively heavy. The above stresses the importance of considering group migrations instead of single ones. Hereafter, in the
experiments we will always be using the lavg model.
We repeated the above mentioned experiments with increased network awareness. We omit to show the results in regards to
the total load because there were only rudimentary fluctuations when varying the network awareness.
In Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 we show the number of migrations performed and the time to converge when increasing network
awareness. As observed, the number of migrations performed decreases as the network awareness increases, which is expected
since the final agent destinations can be reached through multi-hop jumps. The above is also reflected in the convergence time of
algorithms.

6.2

Results with Capacity Constraints

In this section, we have conducted two major set of experiments. Both of them consider nodes that are able to host only a
limited number of agents due to capacity constraints. The first part concerns small-scale network topologies and applications,
thus giving us the ability to compare our algorithms against the optimal. In the second part, involving larger simulation setups
we exclude the exhaustive algorithm due to its prohibitive execution time.

6.2.1 Small-scale experiments
Here we compare the performance of the AMA, GRAL, and GRAL* algorithms for the ILA and ILB schemes versus the optimal solution obtained by exhaustive search. We must note that the reason we used exhaustive search to derive optimal placements, is that the problem becomes NP-complete [37] in capacitated cases. To reduce simulation time (for the exhaustive algorithm) the experimental setup consists of a 20 node network and app10. The evaluation is performed for varying levels of “tightness” of the capacity constraint. More specifically, we start with the nodes having just enough capacity to store the agents defined in the initial placement and add additional capacity to hold 1, 2, 3, or 4 extra agents at each node. We first evaluate the
performance of algorithms for 1-hop awareness, while in the sequel we repeat the experiment to see the behavior of algorithms
when increasing network awareness. Because we noticed that in small-scale experiments GRAL’s performance is identical to
that of GRAL*, for clarity reasons we don’t show GRAL’s performance.
Fig. 19 presents the percentage of load reduction achieved by the 1-hop variants. All algorithms reduce significantly the load
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by more than 40%, even in the case where the capacity constraint is tight. Compared to exhaustive search, we notice that the
performance difference between the algorithms and the optimal solution rapidly decreases as more capacity becomes available.
For instance, with a surplus capacity of one agent, the difference between “GRAL-1 (ILB)” and the optimal result is more than
15%, while with a surplus capacity of four agents it is less than 5%. This is because when capacity is scarce it is also more likely
that nodes will be filled. A filled node essentially acts asbottleneck separating the tree network into two parts. For 1-hop algorithms, this means that these network parts cannot exchange agents; therefore, it is more likely to reach a suboptimal solution.
Obviously, exhaustive search does not perform any real migrations to find the optimal solution, thus does not suffer from the
effects of bottleneck nodes. The increase in load reduction for exhaustive search should be attributed to the “generally improved” optimization potential as the capacity of nodes increases and the setting gradually shift towards the unconstrained case.
Concerning the relative performance of the 1-hop algorithms in Fig. 19, we can observe the following: (a) ILB achieves better placements than ILA in both AMA-1 and GRAL-1, and (b) GRAL-1 consistently outperforms AMA-1 except in the case of
ILA and surplus capacity of 1. Both observations are due to the fact that ILA works with estimates about the free capacity of
nodes, thus it may be impossible to perform the decided migrations. Each failed migration and capacity reservation attempt forc
es ILA to update the capacity information it keeps and back-off. Such delay might prove vital because in the meantime a bottleneck node could be created. This particularly affects “GRAL-1 (ILA)” because group migrations (two or more agents destined
for the same node) are more likely to fail due to outdated capacity information when capacity is tight. “AMA-1 (ILA)” is less
vulnerable to this effect because it only considers single agent migrations. However, it is worth noting that the negative performance impact of ILA in both AMA and GRAL applies only when capacity is scarce and diminishes when capacity increases.
The performance of the ILB scheme comes at a non-negligible cost. Fig. 20 plots the control messages generated by the algorithms. It can be seen that ILB requires roughly one order of magnitude more messages compared to ILA. This is because ILB
greedily attempts to obtain locks from all neighbors, before running the actual algorithm that determines the destinations for
agent migrations. On the contrary, ILA tries to lock capacity only at the nodes that have been selected as destinations for one or
more agent migrations. It is also worth noting that AMA-1 and GRAL-1 generate roughly the same amount of control messages.
Another interesting observation is that the number of control messages for ILB tends to decrease as capacity increases. This is
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attributed to the fact that with larger free capacity a larger number of migrations will succeed without experiencing back-offs or
lock-ins due to filled nodes. This is in line with Fig. 21, which plots the number of migrations. As it can be seen, the number of
migrations rises as capacity increases. It can also be seen that when capacity becomes abundant, the GRAL algorithms are able
to perform more migrations than the AMA algorithms, which suffer from capacity reservation conflicts.
Fig. 22, Fig. 23, and Fig. 24 show the results for 2-hop variants, i.e., AMA-2 and GRAL-2. Most of the general trends discussed for 1-hop variants hold here too, i.e., load reduction (Fig. 22) and the number of migrations (Fig. 24) rise as capacity increases , whereas the number of control messages (Fig. 23) experiences a slight drop. However, we must note that the performance difference between ILA and ILB becomes minimal for both AMA and GRAL (Fig. 22). This is a very encouraging result
considering the fact that ILB is very expensive in terms of control messages (Fig. 23). To explain the above, notice that with a 2hop network awareness, the number of capacity reservation conflicts for ILB increases as a node can receive requests from a
larger number of nodes. Thus, it becomes more likely that some agents will not migrate to the destination(s) assigned to them
but rather to a (less optimal) one hop neighbor of it, or not at all. This induces a similar effect to the one observed for ILA for 1hop awareness. Namely, once back-offs occur and agent migrations are delayed, node capacity may be filled with other agents
thereby hindering migrations that would have been more beneficial overall. In fact, notice that ILA quickly closes on and eventually overtakes ILB for GRAL-2 as capacity increases, approaching an optimal result.
Comparing Fig. 19 to Fig. 22, we notice that the 2-hop aware algorithms are superior compared to 1-hop variants. This is because they are in a better position to tackle bottlenecks. The merit of increased network awareness is also verified by comparing
Fig. 21 to Fig. 24. It can be seen that 2-hop algorithms perform less migrations than their 1-hop counterparts as they are able to
move agents on more distant nodes directly, without having to make consecutive 1-hop migrations which might be eventually
hindered due to bottlenecks. Last, comparing Fig. 20 to Fig. 23, note that ILA incurs comparable control message overhead for
2-hop and 1-hop variants, while ILB leads to significantly more control message traffic in 2-hop variants. The reason for this is,
once again, the eager nature of ILB, which contacts all neighbor nodes to reserve capacity. As the number of neighbors rises
with network awareness, so does the number of control messages generated by ILB. ILA scales significantly better because it
relies on information collected as a side effect of previous capacity reservation attempts and ignores with high probability nodes
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that have reported no or little free capacity.

6.2.2 Large-scale experiments
In the third set of experiments, we compare the performance of the AMA, GRAL, and GRAL* algorithms in a larger setup. A
50-node network is used in which five instances of app10, app25 and app50 applications are randomly placed (15 applications in
total). The load model is lavg. We measure the performance of the algorithms as free node capacity increases from two up to 20
agents.
Initially, we show the difference between GRAL and GRAL*. Specifically, Fig. 25 reflects the improvement of GRAL* over
GRAL with regards to both locking schemes, as a function of surplus capacity on nodes. As we can see, “GRAL* (ILA)” and
“GRAL* (ILB)” achieve up to 5% better performance against their GRAL counterparts. In a next experiment (Fig. 26), we
demonstrate the aforementioned improvements, by keeping fixed the surplus capacity at five agents and varying network awareness between one and ten. As demonstrated, “GRAL* (ILA)” and “GRAL* (ILB)” achieve up to 5% and 4% better performance
against “GRAL (ILA)” and “GRAL (ILB)”, respectively. It is also observed, that “GRAL-ILA” and “GRAL-ILB” have comparably the same performance against their GRAL’s counterparts when the network awareness is kept at low levels. However, the
difference becomes noticeable, when the network awareness becomes more than three. We attribute this to capacity reservation
conflicts, which become more likely for ILB as hop awareness increases. A more detailed explanation about this behavior is given by the end of this section.
Fig. 27, Fig. 28, and Fig. 29 depict the performance of the 1-hop algorithms against the three metrics: load reduction, control
messages and number of migrations. Similar trends to the ones observed in the smaller experiments are also seen here. One thing
worth noticing, is that the increase in the number of control messages of ILA is steeper in the larger setup (Fig. 28) compared to
the smaller one (Fig. 20). This is explained by the fact that the number of migrations is also accordingly larger. ILA generates
control messages when attempting to reserve capacity after a migration is defined hence the number of control messages naturally increases to the number of successful migrations. In fact, as capacity increases the number of control messages generated by
ILA approaches twice the number of (successful) migrations performed, hinting to a dropping number of back-offs (or failed
reservation attempts).
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In the last experiment, we investigate the effects of M-hop awareness. The basic experimental setup is the same as in the pre-

vious experiment, but we fix the surplus capacity to five agents per node and instead vary network awareness from one to ten
hops. From Fig. 30, we can observe that GRAL* performs significantly better than AMA for both ILA and ILB schemes, clearly
demonstrating the superiority of the grouping approach. More specifically, for M=5 GRAL* achieves roughly double the load
reduction of AMA. The reduction itself is also quite impressive (about 65% of the random initial placement).
Concerning the capacity reservation schemes, ILA clearly outperforms ILB for both AMA and GRAL*, with the difference
becoming more pronounced as network awareness increases. Fig. 31 also shows that ILB exhibits an exponential trend with regards to control messages rendering this scheme inherently non-scalable. Looking at Fig. 32, which plots the number of performed migrations, note that GRAL* exhibits a rapid increase as hop awareness increases from 1 to 3, then stabilizing and dropping afterwards. The trend up to 3-hop awareness is due to the fact that increased hop awareness enables the flexible placement
of even more agents at even better destinations. Once a good placement is reached, a further increase in hop awareness does not
considerably enhance placement quality (see plateau in Fig. 30) but only has the effect of decreasing the number of performed
migrations (or more precisely, the consecutive migrations an agent must do to reach a good destination; a trend which is more
clear for AMA). The above indicate an essential property of M-hop aware algorithms, namely that significant load reduction can
be achieved with a relatively small value for M. Even larger M-hop awareness is not entirely without a positive effect, because it
results in a reduced number of migrations and a smaller number of control messages for ILA.
A final remark concerns the fact that the larger number of migrations performed by GRAL*(ILB) compared to GRAL*(ILA)
for M=3,4,5, actually leads to inferior solutions. We attribute this to capacity reservation conflicts, which become more likely for
ILB as hop awareness increases. Such conflicts may lead to the suboptimal mapping of agents on nodes that are further away
from their ideal destinations (and closer to their original hosts). In turn, this may create bottlenecks that hinder more beneficial
migrations, without necessarily blocking them completely. On the other hand, as hop-awareness increases, ILA can miss migration opportunities due to outdated capacity information, but for the same reason it is also less vulnerable to reservation conflicts,
thus, its migrations are more beneficial/effective on average compared to those of ILB. The net effect seems to be in favor of
ILA even when performing fewer migrations compared to ILB.

7 Related Work
Placement/migration problems have been tackled in the past under various contexts, e.g., virtual machine placement, task allocation etc. In [20] the authors consider the problem of mapping communicating tasks to homogeneous computing nodes to
minimize execution time. In [1] the authors tackle task allocation in an underlying torus network with the target of reducing both
task communication and network congestion. Ref. [38] deals with the problems of agent acceptance and maximizing network
longevity in WSNs. The data migration problem is tackled in [16] and [17] to rescue utilized bandwidth across multiple data
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centers. Task allocation problems are addressed in [9], [23], [30] targeting Network-on-Chip architectures. Last, the service
placement problem is tackled in [4] to minimize the total delay experienced by the clients. The above works differ from ours
either in the network and application structure assumed [1], [20] as well as in scope [4], [9], [16], [17], [30], [38].
In terms of the problem of virtual machine placement, in [13] the authors tackle the problem of deciding the location of
communicating virtual machines to minimize the network congestion. Ref. [5] and [6] propose VM consolidation algorithms to
reduce the energy consumption within cloud environments, taking into account SLA violations. The aspect of minimizing the
inter-data center latencies by deciding the location of VMs is tackled in [3]. The authors in [24] propose an algorithm that minimizes the total network traffic incurred by the communication between VMs. The difference of the aforementioned work with
ours is that their proposed algorithm is based on multi-tier network structures. The most similar work to ours is that of [31] that
discusses an algorithm migrating virtual machines towards their center of gravity of the communication load. However, the proposed algorithm does not consider group of migrations and works almost identically as AMA. For the above reason, in the experimental evaluation we present only AMA.
In the context of WSNs, [34] discusses task allocation with the aim to minimize energy consumption. The application model
assumed however differs from ours. In [14], the authors study the problem of data dissemination along a tree network. The problem is to define an optimal dissemination tree, which is quite different from the target in this paper. In [42], the authors also consider agent migrations but with the aim of defining optimal paths to collect data. The mobile agent problem is addressed in [18]
to balance energy consumption. The authors in [11] and [8] tackle the multi-agent itinerary planning problem. An WSN architecture is proposed in [33] to enable group agent migrations, which is complementary to our work. Last, a novel traffic modeling
scheme for capturing network dynamics for WSNs is proposed in [41].In the above papers, the proposed algorithms are not directly applicable here because they differ on their assumptions.
Our work is in the context of agent-based embedded middleware, specifically, POBICOS [32]. Many systems, such as, Rovers [12], Olympus [29], SensorWar [7], Mobile-C [10], MagnetOS [19], Pleiades [15], and DFuse [28], provide environments
supporting mobile code and migrations, however enough of them do not support automatic code placement, assigning the complex task of manual code placement to the application programmer. This is a main drawback, because there are environments
where the network topology changes dynamically, rendering these systems completely unsuitable to those environments. Therefore, our proposed algorithms could be adopted from such systems to address the problem of automatic, transparent, and dynamic code placement. Even though, there are some above-mentioned middleware initiatives (MagnetOS, Pleiades, and DFuse)
supporting dynamic agent placement; to the best of our knowledge none of them considers migrating group of agents, taking in
that way into account agent dependencies, which turns out to be an important achievement in terms of network load reduction.
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8 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we tackled the problem of placing the agents comprising an embedded application to the available nodes. The
problem is especially important in the context of agent-based embedded middleware design. We proposed distributed asynchronous algorithms to tackle both uncapacitated and capacitated versions of the problem, considering single and group agent migrations. The proposed solutions were extended to tackle cases where WSN nodes have limited capacity. We also provided extended versions of our algorithm to handle increased network awareness. We put extra emphasis to provide solutions such that the
underlying WSN is burdened by only a small amount of control messages. It is shown, through an extensive analysis, that
AMA’s performance is not bounded against an optimal solution. The aforementioned analysis is also accompanied with the maximum performance difference between AMA and the optimal algorithm per time instance. A detailed proof about the approximation ratio of the GRAL algorithm is also given together with the optimality proof of GRAL*. To further evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, we conducted a series of experiments. As a future work we will consider to extend our algorithms to work for general application and network graphs. Another consideration is the difficulty of performing both nodespecific and node-neutral agent migrations.
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